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EVENTS FOR THE MONTH OF MARCH 2022 
 
Tuesday, March 1st      Officers’ Meeting  
 Saint Anne Church – 7:30pm 
  

Monday, March 21st            Business Meeting 
 Saint Anne Church – 7:30pm (Rosary at 7pm) 
 

Meetings site changes are sent by email. If you arrive late, call GK Dion’s cell phone (585) 261-6012. 
 

SAVE THE DATES 
Spring Fling at the Derby – Saturday May 7th 

Oktoberfest – Saturday September 24th 
 

CHAIRMAN’S CORNER 
Stations of the Cross – Ron Smith 

The council needs volunteers to serve at the Stations of the Cross Friday evenings (3/4/22-
4/8/22) at Saint Anne Church. Please contact Ron Smith (ronsmith@rochester.rr.com) or 
Deacon Bill Rabjohn at ((585) 473-9656 Ext. 312 or bill.rabjohn@dor.org) if you can help. 
Please read Deacon Bill’s Chaplain’s Column below for a deeper understanding of Stations. 
 

Synod – Deacon Bill Rabjohn 
Our Council will be holding a Synod session on Saturday March 4th from 9am-12pm. Please 
contact Deacon Bill (contact info above) if you plan on attending. For more information 
regarding the Synod, please read the Chaplain’s Corner article below. 
 

 

Easter Bread Sale – Joe Alves 
There will be a Council Easter Bread Fundraiser to raise money for Coats 
for Kids. The 10in round bread with an egg in the middle will be made 
by Genessee Bakery with a cost of $8.50 each. Contact Joe Alves 
(jalves02@mail.com or 585-967-3521) to order by 3/27. 



 

 

2022 Dues 
The 2022 membership dues are due. The dues are $30, and you can mail them to Fernando Ramos, 
FS, at 85 Azalea Drive, Rochester, NY 14620.  Please make the check payable to K of C Council 11411 
and indicate “2022 Dues” on the check’s memo line. 
 

Bishop’s Burse 
On Saturday April 2nd the Finger Lakes Chapter will hold their annual Bishop’s Burse Dinner at 
Wildwood Country Club at 1201 Rush West Rush Road, Rush, NY 14543. Social Hour at 5:30 pm 
with banquet at 6:30pm. The cost for dinner is $45. Reservations and payment to GK Dion 
Doucet (lloyddion9@gmail.com or (585) 261-6012) by March 9th.   
 

Lenten Retreat 
Deacon Bill will be hosting a virtual Lenten Retreat at 7pm on Wednesdays during Lent (March 
9th to April 6th). The theme will be ‘Following Jesus in the way of non-violence”. Participants will 
need a journal, Bible, e-mail, and computer access. Weekly participation is important because 
each workshop builds upon the next. Contact Deacon Bill Rabjohn before March 4th to register. 

 

MARCH BIRTHDAY WISHES 
March 3 Joseph Haefner March 8 John Cotter  March 9 Bill Fleming  
March 9 Solomon Gomes March 13 Dr. Marvin Lerner March 13 Hon. Joseph Nesser 
March 14 John Weinmann March 17 Cyrille Zongo  March 19 Joe Alves  
March 23 Dr. Teodoro Mariano March 25 Thomas Paul  March 26 Dr. Jose Maliekal  
March 30 Mark D’Arienzo March 31 John Gavin 
 

MARCH ANNIVERSARY WISHES 
3/1/1981 John Kosmicki (41 years)  3/1/1986 Bill Fleming (36 years) 
3/7/1995 John Weinmann (27 years)  3/7/1995 Amante Parungao (27 years)  
3/18/1998 John Gavin (24 years)   3/18/1998 Tim Carey (24 years)   
3/18/1998 Dr. Jose Maliekal (24 years)  3/25/2001 Angelito Martin (21 years) 
3/25/2003 Jim Crowley (19 years)  3/6/2005 Ramon Esquejo (16 years)  
3/28/2006 Bruce Frankiewich (16 years) 3/11/2014 Rev. Edward Salmon (8 years)  
3/13/2018 Frank Papalia (4 years)  3/26/2019 Ron Colon (3 years) 
 

GOOD OF THE ORDER 
Please remember in prayer: Louise Alves, Lisa Audino, Mary Ellen Corrigan, Richard Corrigan, John Cotter, 
Joann Cucchiara, Chas Deluc, Nina DeLuca, Peter DeLuca, Marie Deustche, Bernie Dick, Dion Doucet’s In-Laws 
and his son’s Mother in law, Greg Doogan, Richard Flanagan, Father Frank Fusare, CPM, John Gavin, Don 
Hassett, Bishal Karna’s Family, Rose Ellen Larish, Marvin Lerner, Miriam Lerner, Terrance Lerner, Joe 
Marinaccio, Terrance Martin, Pasquale Papalia, Connie Papalia, Andy Rabjohn, Caren Rabjohn, Judith Schleter, 
Joan Seccombe, James Simmonds, Kevin Spears, Bill Stewart, Jim Strong, Larry Tyndall, John “Jack” Weider, 
Gayelle Wethers, Mark Woloszyn, Active Military, Seminarians, Veterans, & Widows of deceased council 
members. For changes see Joseph DiGioia (585-334-3013 or gk11411@rochester.rr.com)  
 

State Deputy Deacon Charles Esposito has requested all Brother Knights and their families to 
pray the Canonization prayer for Blessed Michael McGivney with the intention of a cure for 
Fr. Michael Gelfant, our Associate State Chaplain who was diagnosed with MS.  



 

 

Chaplain’s Column: 
By Dcn. Bill Rabjohn, February 21, 2022 
 

In last night’s Pastoral Council, the question “What is discernment?” arose in our conversation. Perhaps this word is foreign 
to our minds because it’s meaning, and practice, is contrary to a predominant philosophy in the American business model. 
 

Everyone at the table has either worked or are currently working for an organization that is driven by quantifiable positive 
results (i.e., increased revenue, increased participation, increased market share). This is so prevalent in our society that 
we don’t even question it, “Well, of course, it is what is necessary for the organization (and my) survival. Why even 
question this?”  
 

Every organization, whether for profit or non-profit, wrestles with these three relentless objectives: Improved costs, 
improved schedule, improved quality. And these values permeate into our personal lives and decisions too. We want the 
best experience, at the least cost, and in my timeframe. This puts us on a trajectory of constant improvement and the 
human being is driven by this relentless pursuit even in retirement which is typically presumed to be a time of rest from 
being driven by the economic engine.  
 

Ignorance is the bane of this philosophy because ignorance is costly, it slows us down, and it leaves us dissatisfied with 
the quality of work done. Hence, the business model rewards those who are knowledgeable in their field of study or work. 
 

As I reflect on our conversation, we unknowingly were operating from this result driven philosophy. With the deadline of 
March 31st, we streamlined our plan of action to marketing input to survey the population. The breadth and width of the 
Pope’s call to listen to everyone became a conundrum when faced with “How are we going to do this well?”  
 

Yet, the Pope and our Bishop advised that the synod is NOT a survey project. We’re not being invited to just blanket the 
population to seek their immediate answers. The Pope and our Bishop are calling us to another way of being altogether. 
 

In short, discernment is the practice of reflectively and deeply listening. It’s slow, it doesn’t produce immediate results, 
and it can bring forth a lot of suffering. Hence, the message, “This is not about producing a report”. And yet, it is extremely 
healing. It reorients us from human “doing” to human “being”.  
 

To deeply listen requires us to stand before the mystery of the unknown - to admit our ignorance - and allow God to 
answer. Often, to be present (direct attention) to the suffering within and around us without an agenda to fix anything, 
rush to results, or to judge it. Other times, we become aware of the love, joy, and peace that is available to us as we savor 
a moment without comparing it to another. This is the practice of contemplative prayer which the Church encourages us 
all to arrive at in our life.  
 

What we experience in the practice of contemplative prayer is the God - who is love - is present, intimately and 
immediately, here and now. We see that wisdom “comes from above” and not from our intellectual analysis, from our 
“knowing” but rather from the Holy Spirit transmitting it to us as we remain open to receiving God’s message as we 
practice humility.  
 

We are unskillful in our practice of prayer and humility precisely because we’re operating from “I know” rather than honing 
the skill of emptying ourselves of ego-driven thoughts, detaching our hearts from desire, to simply “be” in the presence 
of God.  
 

This proclivity of “I know” is exactly what causes a lot of suffering in our lives and society. Most arguments within married 
life are because we think we know who our spouse is and what they’re experiencing based on past behaviors. We forecast 
what the result will be in the argument. We’re caught up in a story from the past or for the future, never being attentive 
to what is truly so in the moment. Yet, true reconciliation and harmony requires the same process as prayer: Stop thinking, 
stop trying to fix the other, and start directing our attention to the other person, listening deeply.  
 

The greatest act of love is to direct our full attention to the other and to offer a life-affirming response. We’re not here to 
fix one another or to fix the institution, we’re here to “journey together” in this practice of listening and offering a life-
affirming response as God reveals what is truly so at the moment.  



 

 

Is this not the purpose of worship at the Mass? To practice directing our attention to God and offer a life-affirming 
response (gratitude) to the wisdom and love God offers us in that exchange? Putting aside all the sensual experiences of 
our worship, our experience of prayer during Mass hinges on this same dynamic of emptying all thoughts of judgment and 
simply listen to God in the revelation of Word and Sacrament, then we offer our life-affirming response in our posture, 
our lips, and from our hearts. 
 

“Listening isn’t enough.”, “When will we ever get to doing something?”, “When will there be real change?” are common 
questions that confront the practice of discernment. These questions are driven from impatience for what we believe is 
so obvious, “Clearly, this is what needs to change, why hasn’t it happened yet?!” This impatience is driven by the economic 
business model our society has deeply etched into our minds as right and good. 
 

In our belief that happiness is conditional to our known answer, to the change we desire, we experience a sense of 
separation from wellbeing. We experience doubt in the institution’s and community’s response or lack of one. Repeated 
experience of not seeing “real change” can lead us to a spirit of cynicism. “Nothing will ever change. Why offer my opinion 
anymore?” But again, that is all driven by the economic results-oriented business model of our society.  
 

As I see it, the synod is not a survey of grievances or a “results oriented” effort for change in the institution. The synod is 
the Pope’s calling for us to change our way of operating altogether, to move us from humans “doing” to the profound 
experience of humans “being”, fully present to God and one another. At the local level, it’s about fostering a deeper 
intimacy with one another in our suffering and joys - to truly relate with one another - as we “journey together” in 
becoming Christ-like. To begin to realize the “Supreme Blessedness” found in the Beatitudes and to be agents of God’s 
love in the world. Again, not in “efforting”, but truly realizing this completely.  
 

Reflecting on our own personal experience of parish life: When have we experienced real joy, real gratitude, and real 
hope? Is it not from one another, when someone saw us and responded with kindness? Is it not from “wisdom above” 
revealed when we most needed it through the Scriptures? Was it not from the comfort of the Sacraments?  
 

When have we experienced irritation, fear, or hurt? Was it not somehow based upon believing, and subsequently feeling, 
separated from what we judge to be right and good? That “I know” what should be done and it wasn’t done? What is 
tremendously unnerving is the willingness to admit that most of our sense of suffering stems from our egos, our 
judgments, our “knowing”, and not necessarily the actions or inactions of others. And, what inhibits us from “coming to 
the table” is the fear of being found out “I’m wrong”.  
 

Reflecting on parish projects, where did the sense of satisfaction or dissatisfaction come from? Doesn’t our sense of 
satisfaction come from the experience of “losing ourselves” into the work for the good of others? Doesn’t it come from 
deepening our connection to one another?  
 

And, doesn’t dissatisfaction come from our own judgments from a spirit of “I know”? We walk away from a meeting or a 
project with an internal conversation in our minds judging ourselves and one another which leads us to resist the projects, 
the “messiness” of different opinions, and judgment of the outcome of the work. Insulated in this sense of “I know”, we 
become blind to what God is communicating to us - which is not in the work itself but how we are relating to it. We resist 
relationships with one another. We pull back until we are alone and isolated, oscillating between judging ourselves and 
the other as “bad” which is a completely different experience than the exquisite solitude found in prayer in which we 
experience peaceful communion with God, one another, and all of God’s creation.  
 

We practice contemplative prayer until that solitude found in prayer can be experienced in our active life with one another 
until we can expand it out to the wider community bringing along with it the freedom and capacity to be love in all things.  
 

This cannot be accomplished by March 31st. The Church is calling us to a lifelong practice of prayer (attentive to God) and 
penance (turning away from judgment). Hence, whatever our plan is to report to the Bishop, what matters most is how 
we begin to be with this work of “journeying together” and not be attached to external results.  


